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RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

RIS Office
Thom Iwatsubo
RIS Operations Coordinator
AA/S I

Loan Tran
Assistant to the Operations Coordinator
LSS II

Coordinators:

Library Education: Nicole Allensworth
Help Desk: Thomas Iwatsubo
Research Assistance: Hesper Wilson with Athena Nazario
Electronic Reference: Pam Howard with Chris Mays
Orientations: Ned Fielden
Government Publications Depository Librarian: Nina Hagiwara
Social Media: Athena Nazario
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SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

J. Paul Leonard Library
ORGANIZATION CHART

Head, Research & Instructional Services and Special Collections
Faculty Co-Chair
Jeff Rosen
Librarian

Alexandria Post (.50) Asst. Librarian / Lecturer Willie Brown Jr. Collection Archivist (hourly) (temp to 06/30/2018)

Frank V. de Bellis Collection
Meredith Eliassen Sr. Asst. Librarian / Lecturer (temp. to 6/30/2018)
Luca Facchin LSS III (.50 temp. to 6/30/2018)

Tanya Hollis
Digital Scholarship Center
Sr. Asst. Librarian / Lecturer (temp. to 6/30/2018)

Labor Archives & Research Center
Catherine Powell Assoc. Librarian

University Archives & Historic Collections
Meredith Eliassen Sr. Asst. Librarian / Lecturer (temp. to 6/30/2018)

Bay Area Television Archive
Alex Cherian LSS IV

Bianca Finley Alper
Visual Resources Specialist II (.50 temp. to 6/30/2018)
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

J. Paul Leonard Library
ORGANIZATION CHART

Head of Information Technology
Christopher Novak
ITC Expert
(temp. to 1/31/2018)

Information Commons

Kim Wong
ITC Career

Holden Leung
ITC Foundation

Martin Reese
ITC Foundation

Tam Nguyen
ITC Foundation

Usha Gill
ITC Foundation

Vacant
ITC Foundation

Systems
Maung Win
Operating Systems Analyst

Ace Raney
ITC Career

Manon Williams
Analyst/Programmer
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